Curtis “Olympia Panorama” Sign Proposal
On July 1, 1909, Asahel Curtis stood near the top of the future Bigelow Springs Park, and took
a three-piece panorama of Olympia to the south and west. In it are houses and buildings that
still stand today. These consistent landmarks make it fairly easy to relate today’s panorama
from this spot, to what existed here over 100 years ago.
Our proposal is to site a Winsor Fireform enamel sign of this panorama near the place where
the picture was originally taken.

The three images that combined to make this 600 dpi panorama are found at the Washington
State Historical Society and were bought for $148.50 + $75 for each public display of the
picture.
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At left is the view from this spot
today. On a sunny days, details are
much more visible

The vantage point of Curtis, while taking these shots, is
about where the two orange lines intersect on the map at
right. My evidence for this is:
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A line-of-sight in the picture above has the east gable
of the Bigelow House roof lining up with the west
gable !of the !house at 613 Quince
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A line extended from distant Eastside Street would
coincide with the photographer’s position

This puts the photographer’s
position at the site of a house at 716
Quince Street (left). We can’t place it
there, of course.
A good second location choice might
be near the top of Bigelow Springs
Park hill (yellow rectangle) where the
fir tree (white circle) doesn’t occlude
the vie

The sign would be 3 feet wide and 2 feet tall in a black anodized frame, cemented into a 4’ x 4’
concrete pad for viewing. The design:

The cost of the sign materials would be about $2500:
Item
36” x 24” Winsor Sign
Anodized black aluminum base
Image cost
4’ x 4’ concrete pad
Total

Cost
$1,275.00
$896.00
$223.50
$100.00
$2,494.50

Labor cost is around $500
Job

Hours

Cost

Pick up sign and materials

3

$80.16

Assemble sign

2

$53.44

Combine and blend images

2

$53.44

Excavate site, build forms

8

$213.76

pour and work cement

2

$53.44

Total

$454.24

Total Cost: $3000
Attached is the the license to use this image and the original estimate from Winsor Fireform

